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	Lesson: Springtime Spray Paint Garden Silhouettes
	Approximate Class Time: 30 minutes
	Formative AssessmentsRow1: Discussion:*after layering, which shapes will be in the foreground/ middle ground/ background?* why limit colors to 1-3 choices? what happens when you mix too many colors?Observation:* observation of individual participation and process 
	Summative AssessmentsRow1: Formal Discussion and Reflection:*looking at the final project, observe and discuss which shapes are in the foreground/ middle ground/ background? Reflect back to asking that question before starting--are your answers the same/ different? Why?*Reflect on color choices--which color harmonies were successful? Why?*What is most successful? Most challenging? What would you do differently?
	MediaMaterialsRow1: -Blick liquid watercolors (or food coloring)-small pump spray bottles-assortment of leaves (varied sizes and shapes, can be really and artificial)-garden theme stencils/ shapes (cut out, or purchased)-Canson XL Watercolor Coldpress paper-Frame (purchased window mat, cut out*, painter's tape)-paper towels(*instruction for making frame in procedure)
	TechniquesRow1: -water color spray painting-layering/ overlapping-positive/ negative space-color theory-masking with stencils
	Interdisciplinary: -botany-contemporary processes of layering and working with a theme
	Essential Questions: -How can our natural environment inspire and be utilized to create art? -How can shapes be overlapped to create layers? -Which colors will create color harmonies? -How do the different layers create space (positive/ negative) in the final composition? 
	Unit Objectives/ Big Ideas: This lesson is an exercise in creative play using nature for inspiration. Students will learn about overlapping shapes to create a layered composition. Color harmony will also be explored in creating positive and negative shape silhouettes. A lesson in Botany can be integrated, teaching plant specie identification as well.
	Concept Mastery: Through experimentation, learn and become comfortable with individual approaches to building a composition and to the creative process.To experiment with the technique of spraying liquid watercolor to create layers and color harmony.To utilize natural shapes to create an organic nature inspired artwork that demonstrates an understanding of layering/overlapping, and positive and negative space.
	Technology Resources/ Visuals: Leafsnap, Plantifier, or any app/ website that identifies plants in your region. Plant identification book, such as Newcomb's Wildflower Guide, or National Audubon Society Field Guide to North American Wildflowers. A color wheel for discussion of color theory, or visit www.colormatters.com.
	Vocabulary: foreground, middle ground, background (space); positive and negative space; color harmony--analogous colors, complementary colors, monochromatic colors, warm and cool colors; layering and overlapping; stencil/ masking; Bontany identification terminology.
	Text6: -make or purchase frame (window mat) based on size of paper-cut paper to size (if needed)-fill spray bottles with 1 part liquid water color and dilute with 1 part water (1:1 ratio)-cover table with plastic table cloth or newspaper-gather a variety of leaves from outside, consider purchasing artificial leaves with interesting shapes, and any other garden theme stencil shapes (butterflies, dragonflies, flowers, etc)
	Elements/ Principles: -shape, color, space, -balance, movement, focal point, contrast, harmony, unity
	Art History: n/a
	Art Criticism/ Aesthetics: -color theory-working without a predetermined or planned composition 
	Creativity: -expressive color choice and compositional choice-seeing space and shape analytically-working under limitations of color and theme
	Procedure: 1. Determine paper size. 9x12 is a good size and can be purchased at dickblick.com.2. Cut a 9x12 window mat out of cardboard/ chipboard/ mat/ poster board. To do this, first cut the outside dimension to be 9x12, or the same size as the paper. Then, take a ruler and measure and mark a 1" border on all four sizes so that you have a  7x10 window drawn on the inside of the 9x12 board. Taking a box cutter and a ruler, cut along your inside lines so that you cut out the window frame. For a more in depth look at cutting window mats, watch the Dick Blick Youtube video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mTI4sG6MPy43. Go on a nature walk and gather a variety of sizes and shapes of leaves and plants. You may want to make or purchase some stencils of garden themed shapes such as butterflies, flowers, dragonflies, lizards, etc. All shapes will need to be able to lay flat on the paper.4. Prepare you work station so that you have your frame lined up on your paper and taped down. Begin by laying the smallest shapes down first. Leaves and plants should be placed face down so they are flatter against the paper. Next layer the medium sized leaves on top, followed by the largest leaf placed over top of the previous layers. Three layers is plenty, you don't want your composition to be over crowded so allow for some negative space with each layer.5. Choose your darkest color and holding the spray bottle 8"-12" above the paper, mist the color so that it covers the paper. Make sure to concentrate on covering the largest leaf's edges. Carefully remove the large leaf (top layer). You will see that it has acted as a stencil and masked the paper where it was positioned.6. Take your second color, a medium value, and spray the paper again, making sure to mist around the second layer shapes. The negative space of the large leave will be toned as well, but be careful not to over mist so that the shape isn't lost. Carefully remove the second layer of leaves.7. Finally, choose your third and lightest color and repeat by misting the paper, concentrating on covering the edges of the remaining shapes. Carefully remove your final layer. At this point you can decide to leave the negative space white, or very gently and lightly mist some color in those shapes as well. "Less is More" in this project and you need to know when to stop. 8. If the colors got over saturated or pool in any areas, take the corner of a paper towel and suck up the puddles. Remove the frame and leave flat to dry! 
	Age Level: 4-13
	National Standards: [Connecting: Relating artistic ideas and work with personal meaning and external context.]


